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LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR
Kia Ora,
And with that it’s our final issue of the
year. I am a sucker for introspection. Give
me a new year and I'll give you twenty
completely unattainable resolutions. But
this year, it seems a bit strange to view
a year as something so individualised.
To view the year as if it should be your
marker of successes and pitfalls.
I remember walking into 2020 with the
same big eyes that probably most of
us shared. A new decade where we can
wipe clean our slate of poor decisions,
cringe outfit choices and questionable
phases (cue 2010 scene phase).
But 2020 has brought to light so many
issues that we can’t simply ignore
anymore. We can’t wipe the slate,
because the slate is a representation
of all the accumulative weaknesses our
foundations hold. The world we live in
is tainted by so many systemic issues.
There is inequity in our healthcare
system, racism in almost every facet
of society and minorities are being
disproportionately affected. To wipe a
slate clean is a complete dismissal of
how we can do better and how we can
be kept accountable.
Many of these issues brought to
the forefront this year have been
exacerbated by COVID-19. And these
issues aren't restricted to 2020. They will
continue to bypass the punctuation of

December 31st and impact some more
than others. What has been divulged
this year, will continue to impact 2021
and every following year. We cannot
rely on time to alleviate pain, to dilute
circumstances or resolve unaddressed
issues.
2020 has made me question how we
can all do more. And for some reason I
had this expectation that I could come
up with something a lil fresh and spicy.
Spoiler alert...I haven’t. All I can say
(which isn’t revolutionary nor spicy)
is vote. In the first leaders debate, we
saw both National and Labour not even
touch on Māori issues or Te Tiriti o
Waitangi. There is so much left that isn’t
addressed. We need empathy right now,
we need to elect leaders who care.
I recognise that often I sit in a position
of privilege. I come from an upper
middle class family, I’m employed and
I’m tertiary educated. Despite being
a woman of colour, I am also Asian
and frequently coloured by the model
minority myth. And while the model
minority myth is incredibly controversial,
misguided and harmful, it has worked in
my favour in many instances. Employers
and teachers from the initial impression
often stereotype me to be organised,
hardworking and attentive, often giving
me opportunities under assumption
rather than actual evidence. Other
women of colour don’t receive the same
recognition. I do not live in fear that

the health care system will fail me, or
that the police will accuse/question me
when there is no substantive evidence.
I admit that I have not been the best
ally at times for other minorities. I have
spoken when I should have listened,
and I have taken the seat when I should
have instead pulled up another. While
voting is the best thing we can do to
better represent marginalised groups,
there are also things we can do on the
daily.
Listen More.
Talk Less.
Look To Amplify Rather Than
Overshadow.
Strive To Use More Inclusive Language.
Working at Debate this year has been an
absolute privilege. I have heard people's
most vulnerable stories, and I’ve been
given the invaluable opportunity of
helping to craft the most beautiful
narratives. The final issue for Debate is
unthemed; enjoy the stories within. I
wish you all the best for the remainder
of the year. I’m signing off for 2020 and I
can’t wait to see what stories we create
in the new year.
Ngā mihi nui,
Rebecca
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How Each
Political Party
Will Impact You
as a Student
By Jack Pirie
In this last news issue of Debate Magazine, I have decided to stray away from the
unfortunate seemingly repetitive nature scandals within AUT and focus on providing
a student’s guide to this year’s election. For many of you this may be your first time
voting and have absolutely no clue who you should vote for, why you should vote
and how you should vote, and that’s ok. Allow me to guide you through this journey
and help you become an integral part of the New Zealand community.
This week I was able to meet with three MPs from three different parties and asked
them some questions based around their policies, their beliefs and plans for New
Zealand. I will break down these policies for you in an easy and enjoyable read that
will hopefully leave you more in the know for the upcoming election. The three
MPs belonged to National, Green and ACT, with a Labour candidate not being able
to meet with me (interesting as they announced they wouldn’t follow through with
their fees free scheme for 2nd and 3rd years). Along with the everyday questions, I
managed to throw in a few curveballs to better understand the person behind the
politician. Note: I am not endorsing any of these parties, I am merely conveying
their policies and their thoughts to better inform you. I will briefly summarise my
meetings with these promising politicians and convey their views and why they
believe you should vote for them.
First things first, if you are 18 and over you need to vote. Every candidate made this
point very clear. Voting is an important part of being a student and a functioning
member of this great New Zealand community. It’s becoming more and more
important for student voices to be heard, arguably more than ever. With COVID
altering all of our plans for now, we need to realise that it will continue to alter
our plans in the years to come and you will want to make sure that you are putting
people in power who will help us better navigate the road ahead.
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also the first five years post coming out of university’ saying that
National wants to ensure that New Zealand students are sufficiently
looked after in the future. When asked about his favourite fruit
Simon said it was an apple (I swear this will make sense at the end).
The U2 enthusiast says a National New Zealand looks towards a
revitalised nation with a push for innovation in terms of technology
and infrastructure.
Here is a basic overview of policies that National holds that will
directly impact students.

Reinstate 90-day trial periods for all businesses.

NATIONAL
When I met with National's Simon Watts (AUT Alumni), he expressed
why he believed National is the party for the students and New
Zealand’s future. Simon conveyed that National’s plans for New
Zealand are based on plans for “right here right now” saying that
we can’t talk about these “fluffy” long term plans that the current
government holds. National's focus will be based around bettering
our economy with a focus on the technology centre, mental health
and a second harbour-crossing. While Simon did not study politics or
law, he studied health science and became a paramedic and jumped
into politics for the passion of wanting to do better for the country.
Simon says students should vote National because ‘[we] represent
and understand the issues that students are facing as a student but

The current government limited 90-day trial periods for new
employees to businesses with fewer than 20 employees. National
would reinstate 90-day trial periods for all businesses. Trial periods
enable employers to dismiss an employee within the initial 90 days
without providing a reason.

Provide scholarships for students from low decile
schools to study STEM degrees. National would offer
1,000 tertiary scholarships per year targeted at students from low
decile schools to undertake science, technology, engineering and
maths.

Consider reintroducing fees in the first year of
study and first two years of training. National believes
the current government fees free programme has failed to lift
enrolment in tertiary education.

enough in terms of education reform and this is what she and her
party will focus on if elected in as government. ACT believes that
the student voice needs to be heard more and that the youth of
New Zealand will play an integral part of the future of the nation
especially going through the effects of COVID.
Here is a basic overview of policies that ACT holds that will directly
impact students.

Reintroduce fees on the first year of study and
first two years of training. ACT believes that tertiary

ACT
I was able to talk to ACT’s co-leader Brooke van Velden who when
asked, said she self-identified as an orange. Brooke believes that
ACT is the party to vote for for a better New Zealand. Brooke
believes that ACT deserves your vote because “New Zealand needs
to be a place of aspiration and innovation” where ACT will be able
to make homes affordable with an intense focus on the mental
health sector and education reform. Brooke told Debate that she
believes not enough is being done to combat the serious mental
health issues in New Zealand and in particular New Zealand’s
youth. She believes that our current government hasn’t done

education is one area where savings can be made. It also believes
that the current government’s fees-free programme has failed to
increase the number of students going to university. By abolishing
this policy, the government would save $346 million annually.

End the student allowance payment. ACT would end
the student allowance payment as they propose students would
be able to draw funds for living costs from the student education
account.

Reintroduce interest on student loans. ACT says
interest-free loans is one area where savings can be made. The
interest rate would be set at the government’s rate of borrowing
plus a premium of two per cent.

dynamics within New Zealand. Green's main focuses are minimising
inequality in New Zealand, creating a flourishing environment and
confronting global warming. The Frank Ocean lover truly believes in
her party and their ability to do better for New Zealand.
Here is a basic overview of policies that the Greens hold that will
directly impact students.

Make student allowance universal.
The student allowance would be paid at current rates regardless of
age, parental income, relationship status, or partner's income.

GREEN
Finally, I was able to meet with notorious Chlöe Swarbrick, the
26-year-old Green MP who went viral for her “ok boomer” comment
in a session of parliament. When asked what fruit she would identify
as she rapidly responded with an avocado. Chlöe believes that the
Green Party is the way forward for New Zealand. Chlöe believes that
students should vote for Green because “they believe in themselves
and believe in the country that they can have” putting emphasis on
the fact that if you do not like politicians or the politics in place, it
is up to you to vote to change and have the power to change the

Reform the student accommodation sector and
increase obligations of universities.
Greens believe that the student accommodation sector is underregulated. The Green Party would review and reform the student
accommodation sector.

Consider writing off some student debt for
graduates that live and work in NZ.
The Green Party would investigate writing off some student debt for
graduates who decide to live and work in NZ.

is already underway and NZ needs to “keep on moving” in terms of
successfully confronting COVID-19 both as a nation socially and
economically. However, as previously stated Labour has recently
come out saying they are revoking the fees free scheme for 2nd and
3rd year students.
Here is a basic overview of policies that Labour holds that will
directly impact students.

LABOUR
Even though I was unable to meet with a Labour MP I can give you
a general basis of what a Labour New Zealand looks like and their
main policies. Labour's main policies are based around managing
New Zealand in a post COVID world. Labour believes that their plan

Expand eligibility for payment for studying while
on the benefit.
Labour would allow people undertaking level 4 courses and above,
including graduate degrees, to receive the allowance.

Maintain fees-free study for the first year of
university students. The programme would not be extended
to provide additional fees-free years of study.

NZ FIRST

In Summary

We were also unable to meet with NZ First. The party has also
not released any policies on how student welfare will be directly
impacted as of yet. In fact, it’s pretty hard to find many policies
of theirs in general (probably to do with the fact that they’re
polling so poorly). If you are interested in doing a bit of your
own research, I would recommend contacting one of their MPs if
you’re interested in learning more.

Whether you are voting for Avocados, Apples or Oranges it’s
important that you do pick a fruit and vote. If you truly believe in
New Zealand and want to have an impact on the state of the nation,
do a little bit more research and vote for who you think will better
the beautiful country. Hopefully this has been able to give you an
outline of the basic policies and focuses of each party and we will
be seeing you at the voting polls on the 17th of October.
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Voting for
Dummies
by Justin Hu
So… I see you’ve been ignoring that pesky politics thing for at
least 18 years now. Ignorance is bliss, right? You scroll past the
angry grapevine posts, the change.org petitions on your Insta
story — it all looked a bit too distant and a bit too shouty.
But perhaps this year, that shiny, tangerine golem has finally
gotten through to you. Maybe you’ve finally decided to get onto
it, after you saw Orange Guy (with his new pup) on the back of a
bus — him pleading with you to enrol and vote.
If so, then excellent. Now where to start.

The Basics
What is MMP and how does it work?
MMP is the system we use in Aotearoa to vote. Our votes are
used to elect a legislature, or what’s more commonly known as a
parliament.
Our parliament is made up of 120 seats, and we only have one
legislative house unlike other countries such as the United States
or Australia. In our parliament, politicians make and vote on the
bills which then become laws.
In the MMP system, you get two votes.
Most of the time, the more important one is for the party you
prefer — this is otherwise known as the ‘party vote’. When tallied
up, this is the vote which decides how many seats a party will get
in parliament. If 40% of people give their party vote to Labour
then they’ll be allocated 40% of the seats in parliament.
Your second vote is then used to elect who’ll represent your local
area or ‘electorate’ — there are 70 electorates and whoever gets
the most votes will be elected to parliament.

In a lot of cases, this is the race that is less likely to be
contentious. There are also seven Māori electorates allocated for
tangata whenua.
In this system, MPs can also be elected from “party lists”, a list
which is drawn up ahead of the election by parties, and which
ranks party members and is used to fill up the allocation of seats
which the party is entitled to from their party vote.
For parties to get into parliament, they either have to a) win 5%
of the party vote, or b) win a single electorate seat which will
enable them to have an allotment of electorate plus list MPs
regardless of whether they reach 5%.
Once voting is finished and the dust settles, then that’s when
the real decision-making begins. Parties with their number of
allocated seats known, must negotiate with each other to form
a partnership where the sum of seats would mean holding a
majority in parliament. Whoever can manage to muster that
majority then duly assumes the role of government.

Why has New Zealand adopted the MMP
system?
In short, because it’s meant to let minor parties prosper more
easily and it prevents situations where parties don’t get the same
percentage of seats as they do a percentage of votes nationwide
— an issue which exists in other countries who don’t use systems
that ensure national proportionality.
This means that in theory, you get to be represented by smaller
parties alongside the big parties. Unlike in other countries
like the United States, this means there’s usually less factional
activity happening within these two parties and more cooperation in parliament generally.
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The Parties In Our Current Parliament
If you want to get more help learning about which parties have policies that’ll best align with your beliefs and priorities, search for
TVNZ’s Vote Compass, Massey University’s On The Fence or The Spinoff’s Policy tool which can help you out. We don’t have enough
space here, but there are also two referendum questions in this year’s election which you might’ve heard of. To learn more about the
questions on assisted dying and cannabis, visit referendums.govt.nz. Get more details about enrolment and polling places at vote.nz

The National Party (blue) is the
largest party in parliament, but failed to
form a government after the previous
election. They’re currently led by Papakura
MP Judith Collins, who has been an MP for
upwards of 18 years. The ‘Nats’ are usually
more centre-right and conservative in
nature. This means lower taxes (though
not always), a greater focus on enterprise
and businesses, with a generally more
conservative view of social issues
like drug law and abortion within its
members. In the past three years, the
party has gone through numerous party
leaders and has been heavily critical of
the policies of the Labour-led coalition
government.

The Labour Party (red) is the largest
party currently in power, having formed
a three-party coalition government after
the previous general election. They’re
currently led by Mt. Roskill MP Jacinda
Ardern, who also serves as party leader
and Prime Minister. Labour is regarded
by most commentators to be socially and
economically progressive in its members'
aspirations, but focused primarily on
pragmatic policies in its work in the 21st
century. In their term, Labour has had
both successes and failures in meeting
their 2017 campaign promises, which
had focused on transformative progress
in areas like education, public transport,
building more houses, and reducing
poverty.

NZ First (black) is the third-largest
party in parliament and the second-largest
party in the coalition government. They’re
currently led by list MP Winston Peters, a
person who has been an MP for nearly onequarter the length of time which the NZ
Parliament has existed. As part of Labour’s
coalition agreement, he’s assumed the role
of Deputy Prime Minister as well as the
Minister of Foreign Affairs. The party is
nationalist, populist, socially conservative.
As examples, they have opposed
immigration on xenophobic grounds,
pushed for a higher minimum wage and
generally support having referendums
on social issues like same-sex marriage,
euthanasia and abortion (instead of voting
for them directly in parliament). In their
term, the party has pushed hard for items
like more investment in rural towns and
heavy rail.

The Green Party is the smallest party
in the coalition government and the second
smallest in parliament. They’re currently
co-led by list MPs Marama Davidson and
James Shaw, in an unusual arrangement
which sees their party list get voted on.
The Greens have a variety of focuses with
significant emphasis placed on progressive
environmental action as well as social
and economic justice — the latter focused
on a greater redistribution of wealth in
society. Many commentators see the party
as more idealistic than pragmatic, as
compared to Labour. In their term, the party
was instrumental in progressing the Zero
Carbon Bill and pushing for the referendum
on legalising cannabis. The Labour Leader
of the House, Labour MP Chris Hipkins
described the party as “to some extent,
the conscience of the Labour Party [in the
current government]”.

The ACT Party (yellow) has been the
smallest party in parliament. The party is
led by Epsom MP David Seymour, one of
the youngest party leaders in Parliament
and was part of the previous government
prior to the 2017 election. ACT is a
libertarian party which means they focus
on pushing for more personal rights and a
smaller government. In effect, this means
they support lower taxes, more private
businesses running infrastructure and more
rights for individuals. An example of this
from the past three years has been the
assisted dying referendum, which David
Seymour spearheaded as it furthered the
rights of the terminally ill. Another example
of this had been the party’s lone opposition
to further firearms regulation following the
March 15th terrorist attacks.

Advance NZ is the newest political
party in Parliament. The party was
originally led by disgraced Botany MP
Jami-Lee Ross, but was joined in a party
merger by musician Billy Te Kahika. The
latter has become notable for spreading
conspiracy theories on social media about
COVID-19, with false claims that the
pandemic had been planned. The party has
also signal boosted conspiratorial claims
about the effects of 5G, electromagnets,
1080, and water fluoridation. In response
to the factual notion that they’re spreading
conspiracy theories, Ross and Te Kahika say
they’re being censored and boast of the
party’s significant Facebook engagement
as evidence that New Zealanders support
them. Sidenote: Please don’t vote for them,
thanks.
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What is a
Minute?
By Andrew Broadley | Illustration by Yi Jong
In February of this year I was working abroad and entering the final few months of my work
contract. I had no plans to renew and was looking at a hefty contract completion bonus,
a visa with time to spare on the end, and no real rush to start the next project. I left tabs
open on my browser, simple listicles, detailing best sites to see and places to eat around
the Korean peninsula, as well as across Japan, Taiwan, and even Melbourne. I had no tickets
booked because I didn’t feel the need. How long I would spend in each place was undecided,
my arrival back in New Zealand was undetermined. I looked at 2020 as being a vast space
of time; with no definitive punctuation it felt subjective and malleable. Free for me to move
about and to manipulate to my own desire.
Turns out, it was more of a black hole.
These tabs are long gone. Replaced now with an email that gives me 2 months of Skillshare
free that I am yet to claim, The New Yorker open and unread, an unhealthy dose of some
online shopping and YouTube’s premium lofi channel, ChilledCow, permanently on. February
is August and 24-years-old is now 25-years-old and that aforementioned August is now
October. I was right in my thinking, time is malleable. It’s just, I’m not the only one who gets
to squeeze, stretch and bend it.
COVID -19 has taken to time in a manner that has been less Patrick Swayze in ‘Ghost’ and
more ‘satisfying YouTube video of a hydraulic press squashing shit’. It hasn’t accelerated
or decelerated; it's wiped it out altogether. There has been no conductor and no delicate
brushwork Italian above the first bar of the year:
March
Tempo Allegretto
Tempo Allegro
Tempo Allegrissimo
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This particular composition feels like something so new to us.
Like the orchestra all put down their instruments and stopped
playing, while the conductor continued on conducting. And
although all the music stopped, the pages kept turning and
when the instruments were picked back up we were surprised
to find that we did not pick back up on the same page. We had
sat silently while the score rolled through the seasons and the
closing of businesses and the shuttering of doors and events
and the gatherings and the freedom to cough in public without
a glare or to pack into a bus without a sense of anxiousness.
And it has rolled through the people that have died.
The world is 13.8 billion years old.
So what is a minute?
Time is something we take for granted in the present and
resent ourselves for in the past. I have learned the lessons of

wasting away a morning on my phone, only to repeat them. I
have learned the lessons of saying no to an event or excursion,
only to lament myself for doing so again. When we were cooped
up inside a few months back, there was a collective desire for
the same horizon. A horizon where we could do all the mindless
things only this time with mind. We could right the wrongs of
our arrogance towards time. A horizon where we hugged and
we danced at our local bar. Where we swayed together to some
local band we hadn’t heard of but it didn’t really matter because
we had learned our lesson of taking interaction and shared
experience for granted. A few weeks after exiting lockdown I got
to a gig too late to get in. A few weeks later I turned down the
offer from a friend to go see another gig. Much like a horizon
moves, so did this one. I left lockdown feeling as though I would
walk up to it and grab on but that never really happened. Time
had been stolen and when it was returned I too returned to not
valuing it.
I have never been very good at time. I’m often late or in a frantic
rush to not be late. I take too long to get dressed or I groove
to the music too much and move to get things done too little.
But I’ve also never really sought to combat it. I don’t have
clocks around the house, I often leave my phone scattered on
the bench next to the bluetooth speaker away from my gaze.
I don’t plan my schedule or requirements or use any journals.
I rarely set alarms. The other week when visiting my home in
Wellington I failed to plan my own BYO dinner and missed the
frantic messages of my friends until only 20 minutes before I
was scheduled to leave.

Andy
*missed call*
Andy answer our messages
Andy did you book a place?
Andy what is the plan?
*missed call*
Andy we have booked a place for 7pm
Andy does that work?
*missed call*
Andy I will pick you up in 20 mins.
Andy?

I miss gigs, I miss dancing, I
miss parties with my friends. I
miss the freedom of being able
to take time for granted and I
am angry at myself that even as
little as a few weeks ago that is
what I was still doing.
I miss gigs, I miss dancing, I miss parties with my friends.
I miss the freedom of being able to take time for granted
and I am angry at myself that even as little as a few weeks

ago that is what I was still doing. I understand that we
are in a pandemic and we shouldn't all be expected to use
our time productively all the time. We are going through
stressful times and for many of us it has been and is still
very difficult. But I am not mad at how I spent lockdown. I
am not even mad at how I have spent my time so far. I have
seen many places and have had some amazing experiences.
I am mad at how I have perceived time. It may be malleable,
but only to a certain extent. Time is constant. A minute of
heartache and a minute of euphoria can feel a lifetime
apart but they are not. They are one minute. Time can feel
slow and time can feel fast but time cannot accelerate or
decelerate. It will continue to move and I will continue to
grow older for every minute of that.
I hope I have learned some lessons from this time. I am
lucky enough to have been relatively unaffected by all
of this where so many others have lost so much. And
this is what makes me so unsure of how I am meant to tentatively - exit this time. If I use this as an opportunity to
change my patterns, to use this as a period of growth, am I
disrespecting the people who haven’t been as privileged?
Who have seen this period as nothing but financial difficulty
or heartache or even death? But if I go back to acting as
if nothing ever happened, I go back to scrolling away in
the morning, am I wasting an opportunity to truly change
my perception of time? To recognise there is a tangible
difference between 7:00pm and 7:05pm?
To understand, What is a minute.
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Bad Ideas and
Bad People
By Seth Nicholls
Fascism is a political philosophy which
exalts a nation or race over the individual
person. Fascism is defined by its dictatorial
governmental power, the regimentation
and control of both economy and society,
and the brutal oppression of all opposition.
I want to call particular attention to
fascists' focus on dividing a society, thus
creating a hierarchy of the exalted over
the oppressed.
Ecofascism is a term that’s been used by
many people across the political spectrum
with a variety of meanings, often as an
insult towards all environmental activists
or to describe a totalitarian government
which forces citizens to sacrifice
themselves for the good of nature.
My bro Eddy (shout-out to my man) refers

to ecofascism as “fascism with trees.”
I want to use ecofascism relatively little
during this piece because I feel it’s
uncertainty of use makes it more difficult
to discuss. I do not wish to use the term
in any way that would misrepresent the
problems and people I am discussing
today.
Regardless, I am discussing the
intersection between fascism and
environmentalism, particularly about how
fascists make use of environmental issues
to justify their violent and oppressive
actions. A prime target of such violence
and such environmentalist justifications
is the migrant population, who fascists
blame for contributing to overpopulation
and therefore damaging the environment.
This blame inevitably leads to the
regimentation and oppression of migrants,

best shown through “Lifeboat Ethics.”
Lifeboat ethics refers to an analogy that
equates immigrants entering a country
to drowning people sinking a boat. The
Finnish writer Pentti Linkola explains
the analogy in his 2009 book Can Life
Prevail: “What to do, when a ship carrying
a hundred passengers suddenly capsizes
and there is only one lifeboat? When the
lifeboat is full, those who hate life will try
to load it with more people and sink the
lot. Those who love and respect life will
take the ship’s axe and sever the extra
hands that cling to the sides.”
Linkola’s statement here condones
and even encourages institutionalised
violence against the immigrant population,
regarding murder as an act that would
love and respect life if it is used to cull the
undesirable overflow of our population.

Lifeboat ethics attempts to shift the
blame for murderous and oppressive
action onto the victim by framing
them as a villain who wishes to “sink
the boat.” Not only does this condone
the breach of human rights and abject
violence towards the disenfranchised
migrant population, it downplays other
sources of damage to the environment.
The analogy also supports a nationalist
narrative where your country becomes
the position of safety, a lifeboat floating
away unharmed as the ship burns down
in the distance, which is threatened by
those who wish to find refuge aboard
your lifeboat. This mindset alienates
us from the global community and
reinforces a competitive and isolationist
approach to a problem that threatens
the entire world, a problem that requires
cooperation across the world to achieve.
I want to show how facism blends with
environmentalism within the context
of modern New Zealand by lending
undeserved attention to the nationalist
movement “Action Zealandia.” Action
Zealandia demonstrate their fascist
views through their demand for racial
segregation as far as the establishment
of ethnostates, their ultranationalist
beliefs justified by a racial connection
to the land of Aotearoa, and the fact
that one of their own plotted to start
an armed fucking terrorist cell. Action
Zealandia claims to value a sustainable
Aotearoa and have strong opinions about

what causes such an environment to be
disrupted - mainly the migrant workforce
for causing “overpopulation” and the
globalised market for hiring such a
workforce.
They further show their effort to
ostracise migrants in their Ideals section,
which points to large scale migration
as the cause of overpopulation and
lower living standards, but only focuses
on the damage this deals to the white
community in New Zealand. Fancy that.

It is important that as
we continue towards the

towards the health of Mother Nature
is used by these fascist thinkers to
push you towards racist, authoritarian,
and violent methods that benefit their
narratives of social hierarchy and
ethnonationalism. Your eye is drawn
from the companies that continuously
pollute our environment and the
systems that financially incentivise those
companies to continue.
When engaging with environmentalist
discourse and forming your views on
what we should do for a society, I ask you
keep several questions in mind:
•

What peer-reviewed studies
support the claims and solutions
that someone is making?

•

How many human rights violations
may result from the solutions they
provide?

•

Are there any factors that the writer
does not take into account or that
they downplay the importance of?

•

How much do they focus on the
damage caused to their race’s
community? Kind of weird they’re
focusing on that, hmm?

devastating economic
and environmental
consequences of climate
change that we keep a
straight head about the
solutions provided to us.

It is important that as we continue
towards the devastating economic and
environmental consequences of climate
change that we keep a straight head
about the solutions provided to us and
those who provide us with questionable
means towards environmental health.
The real and deserved fear that you have

All in all, I wish you well in these coming
months. Maybe the rest of 2020 will be a
touch more gentle with us. Have a good
day.
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My first attempt to watch The Social Dilemma was a complete and utter atrocity. I was scrolling
through my phone in search of reviews, and every two seconds I would receive a buzz from
my friend who had just watched the movie a few hours earlier, how ironic. Since watching
the documentary I have been trying to implement new routines that add value in my life and
ultimately decrease my screen time. The Debate team has curated a number of goodies that
hopefully will allow you to find new avenues to express your creativity or act as an outlet. Email
rzhong@aut.ac.nz if you are interested in any of these prizes, and just let us know what routines
and new hobbies you have found in 2020.

$20 Unity Book
Token

Winsor and Newton
Drawing pad
Sometimes we just need an outlet for all our

Let’s be real, we all said that 2020 would be the

creativity. This Winsor and Newton drawing pad

year we would read more. Here’s a little something

comes in the perfect A5 size so you can easily store

to help you out.

it away in your everyday tote.

Crushes Sweet
Green Candle

Before the
Coffee Gets Cold
Before the Coffee Gets Cold is the ultimate cozy

Our favourite Crushes “Sweet Green Candle”
is designed to be minimal yet luxurious. This
candle brings a beautiful aroma to delight your
senses. So whether you want to close the night
with some light reading, music or crafts, this
candle will be the perfect complement.

night in book. In a small back alley in Tokyo,
there is a cafe which has been serving carefully
brewed coffee for more than one hundred
years. But this coffee shop offers its customers
a unique experience: the chance to travel back
in time.

Reeves
Watercolour
Paint Set
If you’re anything like me, you probably find
yourself decompressing to some Bob Ross.
Water colouring is not only therapeutic but also
extremely rewarding. It’s a craft that requires
both patience and a complete withdrawal from
any external stimulus. There are heaps of
online tutorials that provide step by step guides
on how to improve on this craft. So use this
prize as a great place to start.
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What's on

Like an addiction I wept for the place I
could not access
Where: Gus Fisher Gallery
When: Now till 17 October
What: Like an addiction I wept for the place I could not access
reframes the typical nuclear family often portrayed in television
sitcoms. The artwork’s title is a line from Jessica Lim’s poem ‘teen
murders and constellations (dreams of misanthropy after Valerie
Solanos, 2017)’.
Price: Free

General Collective Botanical Market

Yoga in the Sky

Where: 18 McDonald Street, Morningside
When: Sun 11 October
What: The General Collective are holding their first ever botanical
market. There will most certainly be something to pique anyone's
interest here. From curated homeware, to botanically inspired
jewellery and even food.
Price: Varies

Where: Skytower
When: Every Wednesday and Thursday
What: An unforgettable sunrise yoga experience, 186 metres above
Auckland city. Take in the breath-taking 360 degree views, whilst
saluting the sun from the edge of your yoga mat. Yoga in the Sky
takes place on the main observation deck of New Zealand’s most
iconic building, Wednesday and Thursday mornings.

Speaking Surfaces
Where: St Paul Street Gallery
When: Now till 16 October
What: A collaboration between ST PAUL St Gallery and AUT
Spatial Design, Speaking Surfaces is a dynamic and welcoming
space that serves as a platform for encounters through exhibitions,
conversations, performances, gatherings, screenings, and teaching. It
includes a Creative Wānanga developed especially for the Auckland
Arts Festival
Price: Free

The L8 Shows - Live at The Classic: Comedy
Club
Where: The Classic Comedy and Bar
When: Every Friday and Saturday
What: Eight comedians - Late & Live at the Classic - every Fri &
Sat at 10pm.
Featuring pros busting out fresh ideas, rising stars and the next big
things all on stage in one huge show.
Price: From $16.38

Academy Cinema $5 Wednesdays
Where: 44 Lorne Street
When: Every Wednesday
What: All movies on Wednesday are $5 per film per person. These
films will generally differ from our regular releases screening
blockbusters you may have missed or great films we didn't have the
room to screen. It's a great opportunity to watch multiple films in
one day and enjoy great deals on the bar too.
Price: $5
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Clearing the
Murky Waters of
Grey Area Sex
By Alana McConnell | Illustration by Yi Jong

CW: This piece discusses sexual misconduct. If you do not have the capacity to read this right now,
please don't or please be mindful while you're reading and stop when necessary. AUT Counselling
and Mental Health Services (free for all students) Call (09) 9219292.
You go over to a boy’s house for dinner. You’ve been on one date, and have been talking
on Tinder for a few weeks. After dinner and wine, you go to his room. You didn’t go to his
house planning to have sex. You want to get to know him better, foster more safety and
communication. Though you know that going over to someone’s house invites the idea of sex,
you believe that you will be able to assert yourself. He starts to kiss you, and before you know
it, he is reaching for a condom. You want to speak up, to slow things down. But you don’t want
to create a disruption, cause a scene, or get rejected. It's easier to go along with things, even
though you don’t actually want to. It feels like you are in too deep. You go through the motions,
but it's more of a performance than a pleasurable experience. As you walk home later in the
evening, you feel awful. You feel guilty, like you let yourself down. You feel dirty and angry with
yourself. What stopped you from saying no?
Or maybe you are in a long term relationship. Your partner comes home from a night out with
his friends. He is clearly very drunk and very horny. He wants to have sex with you, and though
you are feeling tired and not in the mood, you let him have sex with you because its easier than
saying no. After he finishes you turn over and go to sleep. You clearly were not enjoying yourself,
but he was too drunk and too horny to notice. He may not realise it, but he makes you feel
sometimes like you owe him sex.
Maybe something along these lines has happened to you, or happened to a friend you know.
Maybe you’ve heard variations of these experiences when you are decompressing with your
close friends after a big weekend, or late night chats around a table with a glass of wine in
hand. Everyone knows that these experiences aren’t quite right, but we are scared to fully
engage with them. That’s when the term grey area comes in, because as Rachel Thompson said,
“we do not currently have the terminology to describe these experiences."1
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progressive conversation amongst ourselves if we cannot even
articulate what we are talking about.

Some people view rape as a black and white issue. Either
there is consent or there isn’t. The rapist always knows what
they are doing. The lines are drawn in the sand. But what
this conversation has left out is that sex is a continuum. A
complicated continuum that draws on massive complexities
of power, gender, expectation and communication. Something
that may not be considered to be rape can still be violating
and damaging. In a world of Tinder hookups, Bumble
escapades and Hinge flings, the journey of intimacy and sex is
propelled at hyperspeed. This inevitably results in grey areas
and murky waters when it comes to our sexual experiences.
The question is raised, was that an actual assault or was
that just really bad sex? Madeleine Holden wrote in Metro
Magazine, “that sex is often so bad that women leave encounters
crying and feeling confused, grossed out and empty is worth
talking about, but its difficult to do so freely and honestly within
the punitive framework of the criminal justice system, where sex
is understood in binary terms."2 The more women you talk to, the
more you realise that this idea of “grey area sex” is not niche
or new. And it is near impossible to foster a transparent and

When babe.net released an article in 2018 titled “I went on
a date with Aziz Ansari. It turned into the worst night of my life”
it added another layer to the explosive Time’s Up movement.
It helped propel the debate of bad sex vs. sexual assault into
our everday discussions and our Twitter debates alike. Some
people dismissed the account, saying that it was just a bad
date. Some people blamed the woman Grace, for not giving
him a clear and definite “no.” As it was released at the height
of the Me Too movement, critics used it as an example for the
movement going too far, as the progress of feminism being
undone. The article did however help to open our awareness
about how “so many people’s experiences lie somewhere between
great consensual sex and bad, extreme sexual violation”, as PhD
researcher Elise Whittington put it.3 The worrying thing is
that one person's interpretation of consensual and mutually
enjoyable sex can be wildly different to the other person
participating in it. Maybe Aziz Ansari - who is known for his
“woke” standup on feminism and being a sexual assault
activist - doesn’t deserve jail time, and doesn’t deserve to
have his career ruined. There is no benefit of lumping him
in with the other perpetrators in the Me Too movement like
serial rapist Harvey Weinstein. But hopefully the feedback
he received after that event made him reflect upon his own
impact and role within the complex landscape of consent in
heterosexual dating.
Sometimes saying yes is easier than saying no. In a perfect
world we would be assertive and self-assured individuals who
were always in control of our circumstances, only having sex
with respectful and communicative partners.

We would be completely transparent about our desires and
needs, and it would be fully accepted. We would leave sexual
encounters feeling energised and fulfilled. If this were true, grey
area rape would not exist.

The more women you
talk to, the more you
realise that this idea of
“grey area sex” is not
niche or new
But our very imperfect world and the society within it can create
detrimental expectations and unhelpful beliefs that women
hold themselves accountable to. Some girls and women see
their role in sexual encounters as being “desirable” rather than
assertive, said Peggy Orenstein, author of Girls and Sex. This may
manifest in the phenomena known as “spectatoring”, defined by
Masters and Johnson (1970) as rather than focusing on one’s
sensations and sexual partner, you are anxiously focusing on
doing the appropriate thing and how you come across to the
other person. If we as women are told that our worth lies in
our desirability, our youth, and our beauty, then no doubt this
will result in sexual experiences that veer away from pleasure
and onto performance. Speaking up and being assertive about

1
2
3

what we want can be very difficult, because it is risky and invites
rejection. We don’t want to be seen as a “tease”, and we can
feel like we have reached the point of no return in a sexual
encounter. It can be easier for women to just “lie there” and
endure it, instead of taking the sexual experience into their own
hands.
Cultural shifts are slow and oftentimes we don’t see the effects
immediately. When sex education is taught in schools, we need
to add to the limited conversation that only outlines how to
ward off STIs, avoid getting pregnant, and talks about consent in
binary terms that is not true to reality. We can keep creating and
watching films and TV shows that depict the complexities of sex
and intimacy in a nuanced and thoughtful way. We can support
realistic and healthy porn instead of violent porn that is devoid
of foreplay and intimacy. We can empower young people to voice
their desires, needs, and anxieties confidently to their partners.
We can demystify female orgasms and pleasure, which is still
completely shrouded in mysticism and oftentimes overlooked.
We can move away from male sexual entitlement and
spectatoring, and both parties' pleasure will be equally valued.
There is so much work to do, but the best thing we can do in
this current moment is to be okay with having vulnerable and
uncomfortable conversations with one another, whether it be
our sexual partners, our siblings or our friends. Though it is tricky
territory to navigate, we will naturally see a reduction in shame,
stigma and self-blame, and these grey area sexual experiences
will become unearthed and stamped out.

https://mashable.com/2018/01/24/grey-areas-conversation/#wu.iqNcxcmqA
https://www.metromag.co.nz/society/society-society/consent-is-not-enough-the-grey-zone-between-bad-sex-and-assault
https://mashable.com/2018/01/24/grey-areas-conversation/#wu.iqNcxcmqA
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Your Full Belly is a Lie
By Andrew Broadley
We have all done it. You eat and you eat
and you devour an absurd amount of food
until you feel full up to your chest. You
unbutton your pants and you groan as you
lower yourself onto a sofa. Your life seems
to be in freefall. That is until you hear the
call for dessert. Suddenly the ‘chest full’
sinks back down to your stomach and then
sinks a little more so now you are more
like, stomach satisfied. You get back off the
sofa and go and enjoy something so sickly
sweet that only a few moments earlier you
yourself couldn’t have imagined. As a child
I used to tell my mum I was full and when
she told me there would be no dessert
I would complain that only my dinner
stomach was full.
“I’m a baby cow mum, but I have two
stomachs not eight; one for dinner, one for
dessert.”
And as ridiculous as this was (this isn’t
how a cow’s eight stomachs operate) it
does point to a notion that seems to be
true among many of us. We always have
room for dessert. I’m not even really into
sweets, I would choose savoury over
sweet every day. But even so I often feel
myself craving a sweet night cap after
my meal. No matter how full I feel, I find
it hard to resist popping down to the
convenience store and grabbing myself
a Choc Bar (New Zealand’s premium low
cost ice cream, not up for debate). And it

is something I get angry at myself all the
time over. I was so full, I didn't need this
ice cream. I wasn’t hungry, or was I? I can’t
even tell anymore. Luckily, I now know I
can blame science for all of it.
Sensory-specific satiety is an evolutionary
trait that essentially tells our body we are
full before we really are full. It kicks in
when we eat too much of the same flavour
or food group and is designed to stop us
from over eating that one thing. Now a
long time ago this was to help us have a
balanced diet. To not eat a dinner of only
rice or of only meat, but to have a variety
of food groups and in turn, a variety of nutrients. It was your brain's way of keeping
you healthy by telling you that you are full
when really, your brain was just super sick
of that one flavour. But this was before the
days of affordable and available takeout
and snacks and sweets on every street corner. Now no matter what I eat I seem to be
left craving its polar opposite. I could eat
a dinner of candy and still be left wanting
a fried chicken chaser (I swear I would
never actually do this). It also explains
how we can push through so many plates
at Christmas lunch or a buffet. The variety
allows us to eat beyond what our body
would usually tell us if we were having
a single meal. In some ways it is almost
encouraging us to keep eating, our brain
remains interested in the variety it is being
presented with and encourages us to keep
going. It also explains how after two bowls
of pasta I can get my arse back up off the

couch and have a piece of cake and some
ice cream too.
Studies have shown that if you force
people to eat a bunch of the same food
they will become ‘full’ far sooner than
those who are given a variety of meals,
regardless of how excited they are for the
meal. Essentially, it could be your favourite
meal but you will still eat less than if you
had it with a variety of other foods, simply
because your mind is being a filthy little
liar. Additionally, the test group who were
fed the same meal till they couldn’t eat
another bite was then given ice cream,
which they all then went on to eat.
This idea that people get sick of a single
flavour and stop eating isn’t really that
groundbreaking, but what is interesting is
that your brain is doing this same thing
even when you don’t realise. Your full
belly is a lie, an evolutionary one. It is the
reason why Neapolitan ice cream can be
devoured in higher quantities than all the
others (unless you are one of those sociopaths who solely scoops all the chocolate).
It’s also why french fries with condiments
are irresistible whereas french fries with
nothing is just kinda, meh.
So, next time you hate yourself for overindulging, remember, you didn’t over overindulge at all. Your brain is a liar and I could
really use a Choc Bar right about now.
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How Transgenerational
Immigrant Trauma
Impacted My Adolescence
as a Chinese Kiwi
By Rebecca Zhong
A few years back I made a conscious decision to start telling
my parents I love them. It’s been three years now, and I think
I’ve allowed these words to escape maybe twice. For most, I
understand that saying I love you shouldn’t come across as
difficult. These words are an expression of love, and they should
come out somewhat organically. But if you have immigrant
parents, Asian parents, we-do-rather-than-tell parents, it’s a
whole other story.
My parents are part of the Asian diaspora – the scattering of
Asian people from their homelands to different parts of the
world. My dad first moved to New Zealand when he was 26. Like
most immigrants he anticipated a better life for his family. He
worked tirelessly at a Chinese restaurant for over 60 hours a
week, earning only a few dollars an hour. He was driven by the
promise that he would receive sponsorship for a visa after two
years. Every night he would fall asleep on the lino flooring of the
restaurant kitchen.
When he migrated to New Zealand he brought along with him
a set of widely accepted Chinese customs and culture. He was
oblivious to the fact of how alien they would become to his new
home. These generational beliefs would be later passed down to
me and my siblings. But these beliefs were out of place here, and
as a result our family collectively shared experiences of racism,
exclusion and questioning of self-identity.
Like most Kiwi Asians, I’ve been conflicted by the negating
viewpoints of individualism which the western society promotes,
and collectivism. I frequently find myself in the middle of this
debacle. I’m completely lost as to where my Chinese roots begin

and where they’ve become intertwined with the same narratives
my peers carry.
Growing up I was envious of my classmates' parents. They
seemed nurturing and kind whereas mine were stoic and
stubborn. We never expressed affection towards one another, we
never uttered “I love you,” and we never conveyed gratitude. To
do so would be a complete departure from who we were to one
another. My parents didn’t leave room for fun in our childhood.
We would practice our instruments in our rooms, help out at the
family shop and take Chinese lessons on a Sunday. I remember
wanting so desperately to be like everyone else, to spend Sunday
mornings at home watching What Now and staying in my PJs
until noon. And this want to be just like everyone else manifested
into every small crevice of my life.
Immigration to a new place is a complex process of psychological
adaptation and change, not only for immigrants but also for
their children. Exercising compassion for my parents has been a
strenuous process. But now as I mature ever so slightly I begin to
understand something that gains clarity by the day: my parents
were tasked with the job of survival and I with self-actualisation.
My parents always understood that no matter how much I tried,
I could never be like everyone else. I was inherently viewed as
less, and this would continue to be the case for as long as we
lived in a western world. My parents are the direct products of
how colonial ideals act to other us. They have lost so much in
their immigration. I have seen themselves shrink in the presence
of confrontation. When snarky whispers were made about being
dirty Chinese, Mum would act like she never heard anything. To
lighten the tension, she would ask us if we were hungry instead.
She never spoke back, she never even checked to see if we were
okay. It was like it never even happened.
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In most Chinese households, words are few. Actions are our
currency, and we’re nothing short of generous. For my family, our
love language is strictly cooking. Every time I visit my parents I am
overfed on their affection. I am speaking quite literally here. We
don’t hug and we don’t say I love you. Instead, my parents recall all
my favourite meals and make sure that they can somehow squeeze
it all in in a 12-hour window. In all my years, I haven’t gone hungry
for long.

My parents were
tasked with the job of
survival and I with selfactualisation.
I’ve realised that since my core tie to my Chinese identity is
through my family, I’ve come to equate being Chinese with my
family’s pain. And this seems to be something quite common
amongst immigrant families. Intergenerational trauma refers
to the phenomenon in which stress or trauma experienced in
someone’s life is correlated with stress related health issues in
their descendants. A study on intergenerational trauma found that
second generation Asian Americans were extremely sensitive to
their parents’ trauma and often felt a burden to compensate for
their parents' losses. For me this manifested in a need to attain
academic success. I understood that my parents gave up their
lives and their dreams so we could have a better future, and there
was an underlying pressure and burden to fulfill the goals that

they were never able to. But for me, what I craved was validation.
I was never rewarded with a “well done” or an “I’m proud of you.”
Something that seemed so common in all my friends' families.
Instead I was put into more study groups and more extra-curricular
activities. Nothing ever seemed to be good enough.
Despite being unable to see it back then, I now recognise my
parents' harshness as an attempt to safeguard me from all the
world has to offer. My parents have lived with the mindset that
so long as they were accommodating and passive to the western
world, their children will reap the benefits. My parents have
consistently been marginalised, excluded and traumatised. Their
persistence to offer me all these opportunities has now given me
an arsenal of skills to protect myself. However, I can’t help feeling
distanced and removed from being Chinese. Growing up I attacked
everything that was Chinese, while placing New Zealand on a
pedestal. But as I have matured I have seen how systemic racism
continues to marginalise my people and stifle my relationship with
my parents. I have seen how transgenerational trauma has hurt
us and how it continues to make us hurt each other. It occurs so
regularly, that its familiarity has made it become normal. For many
Asian immigrants, there are limited outlets for acknowledging
trauma in their lives. I have harboured a lot of resentment over
the years for the lack of emotional vocabulary my parents possess.
But for my parents, minimising pain and avoiding tension was a
leading mechanism for survival. They have always done the best
they could. It is now my duty to process and self-actualise.
Last year over a skype call, I told my parents I loved them. Their
awkwardness was undeniably humorous. And my dad’s inability to
hold eye contact made me equally as uncomfortable. But before he
hung up, he asked me to tell him what I wanted to eat next week
when I visited.

we're here
for you!

The team at AUTSA are here to help.
Make the most of our many services such as Advocacy, Clubs,
Volunteering, Foodie Godmother, and contributing to Debate Mag!
Any questions or concerns can be sent to autsa@aut.ac.nz
For more info, head to autsa.org.nz
We'd love to hear from you!
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PUZZLES

Tough Mazes by KrazyDad, Book 22

Engaged
Fleeting
Dissonance
Election
Grey

Time
Reflect
Crusher
Passive
Fascism

Gratitude
Vote
Breathe
Drawback
Relentless

Maze #3

Cognitive
Communicate
Environment
Release
Relax
KRAZYDAD.COM/PUZZLES

Need the answer? http://krazydad.com/mazes/answers

© 2010 KrazyDad.com

Earn good
money
on a summerfruit
orchard this summer.

work
You could be outside picking delicious apricots,
cherries, nectarines, peaches, or plums
surrounded by stunning views of Hawke’s Bay,
Marlborough or Central Otago. Or you could be
inside sorting and packing fruit for sale.

play

stay

When you’re not working there’s lots
of things to do whether you’re after
adrenalin and adventure or want to
explore local wineries, culture and sights.

Get your friends together and have
fun earning good money and staying
in on-orchard accommodation, hostels
or campsites in one of New Zealand’s
beautiful regions.

For more information check out the Work the Seasons website.

www.worktheseasons.co.nz/horticulture
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